
ZHAOZHOU BRIDGE

The Anji Bridge is the world's oldest open-spandrel segmental arch bridge of stone construction. Credited to the design
of a craftsman named Li Chun, the.

But let us observe his marvellous use of stone-work. The two smaller spans in the shoulders of the bridge is an
innovation in the history of the bridge construction, giving the stone bridge a fairly pretty design. The bridge is
sophisticated yet elegantly constructed. The Zhaozhou Bridge is celebrated as China's oldest standing bridge
and the oldest open spandrel stone bridge in the world. Although Chinese history credits Li Chun with the
design and building of the Anji Bridge, no contemporaneous materials recorded the process, however later
chronicles do make notes of it in brief. How lofty is the flying-arch! Its construction started in the 15th year of
the reign of Kaihuang and was completed in the 1st year of Daye's reign of the Sui Dynasty. However, it is
actually a vertical combination of 28 arches. The two small spans in the two shoulders increase the drainage
area to ease the flow of water, cut the use of stone material, lighten the bridge, and enhance the stability. The
bridge, exquisite in workmanship, unique in structure, well-proportioned and graceful in shape, and
meticulous yet lively in engraving, has been regarded as one of the greatest achievements in China. The
vertical combination building method makes every arch an independent body so that it would be convenient
and economical for construction and restoration. In another story the bridge was put to the test by two
immortals who crossed it at the same time, and Lu Ban saved it by wading into the water and supporting the
structure. In , it was named among the world cultural relics of civil engineering, which indicates that the Anji
Bridge is equally famous as the Eiffel Tower in Paris, the Panama Canal and the Pyramid in Egypt. Li Chun's
innovative spandrel-arch construction, while economising in materials, was also of considerable aesthetic
merit. Economically, the long-distance transport of goods and men was a critical component to the interests
and sustainability of the ruling house. This innovation, which occurred between the end of the sixth century
and beginning of the seventh century, repudiated conventional wisdom that a semicircular arch was necessary
to transfer the weight of a bridge downwards to where the arch tangentially meets the pier. In year , a 7.
Second, when the bridge is submerged during a flood, they allow water to pass through, thereby reducing the
forces on the structure of the bridge. Only the ornamental railings have been replaced every few hundred
years. Narrower in the upper part and wider in the lower, the bridge averages 9m in width. How large is the
opening, yet without piers!.. The Anji bridge influenced the design of later Chinese bridge structures, such as
the similar Yongtong Bridge near Zhaoxian in Hebei.


